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YEARLY PACKET INITIALIZE 

Tax packets are numbered sequentially, beginning with the packet year. This can be either tax year or 

calendar year, depending on your county’s preference (packet numbering example: 200800123). 

If using tax year, initialize the year prior to creating packets for use during the primary roll tax charge 

process. If using calendar year, do this at the start of each new year. 

CREATE EXTRA PACKETS 

Once a new packet year is initialized, packets cannot be created with the old year. Prior to completing this 

step, consider whether more payment and/or adjustment packets will be needed with the year currently 

being used. If so, create at least as many packets as you think will be needed. It does not hurt to have 

extra unused packets. They can be deleted if you want to get rid of any leftover packets for a given year. 

This is especially important if using the tax year. The new packet year will be initialized before starting 

the tax charge process. However, you will continue to process payments and adjustments using the 

current packet year until you finish the tax charge and close the roll. This will likely be several days, so 

make sure you have sufficient current year packets to get you through until then. 

GETTING THERE 

 

1. Click on Tools 

2. Select Table Maintenance 
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3. Select Treasurer 

4. Select Yearly Packet Initialize 

 

1. Enter the year to prefix packets with 

2. Click Apply to initialize 

3. Click red X to exit 

Confirm your intention to proceed. You will receive a confirmation message when initializing is 

complete. 

 

 


